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NEW PEUGEOT EXPERT



A GENERATION
AHEAD

More Innovative, lighter and safer, the new

PEUGEOT Expert has been designed on the new

generation Peugeot modular platform. 

The PEUGEOT Expert now comes in 3 lengths: 

a brand new Compact version, just 4.60 m and 

the Standard 4.99 m and Long 5.30 m versions. 

Its height limited to 1.90 m* helps you access

restricted access car parks.

The new PEUGEOT Expert offers an optimal

compromise between external dimensions 

and useful features. Well designed, it meets 

your consumption, comfort, dynamic and safety 

feature requirements.

* 1.94 m maximum with increased GVW option according 

to the destination.



NEW 

PLATFORM
The new PEUGEOT Expert has a

new platform which, combined with

a new body structure, offers several

advantages:

Efficiency

Its reduced weight and its Euro 4 

or BlueHDI Euro 5 and Euro 6 HDI

engines mean it can offer the

lowest fuel consumption and CO2

emissions in the segment*.

Safety

The new PEUGEOT Expert comes

with several driving assistance

devices to guarantee safe travel. 

It was also awarded 5 stars in 

the Euro NCAP tests for 

the Expert Combi.

Efficiency

The new PEUGEOT Expert comes in

3 lengths: Compact, Standard and

Long and has a height that is well

suited to accessing all car parks, 

as its height is limited to 1.90 m**.  

The new platform enables the

integration of hands free sliding

side doors *** and a Moduwork

seat***.

Comfort

The driving pleasure, suspension

comfort when empty or loaded, 

the exemplary road handling,

dynamism and manoeuvrability 

are all features that increase 

your on-board pleasure.  

*For destinations marketing Euro6 engines

**1.94 m maximum with increased GVW option according to local regulations and destination

***available as an option according to the destination



With its new strong design, the PEUGEOT

Expert exudes robustness and elegance.

The new vertical radiator grille positioned

very high up adds to its allure, and makes

it recognisable at first sight.

The Pack Look* and its LED lighting

signature offers your business extra

elegance.

Signs of strength and expressiveness, the

fluid lines of the PEUGEOT Expert suggest

a wide and functional interior space.

*as an option according to the destination, front and

rear body-coloured bumpers, LED lighting signature,

fog lights, chrome grille, body-coloured mirror shells,

door handles and side mouldings.

ELEGANCE AND
ROBUSTNESS



With the hands free sliding side doors*, 

a simple foot action under the corner 

of the rear bumper unlocks the PEUGEOT

Expert and opens the sliding door on 

the side you are on. 

The same action controls the door

closure and locks the vehicle when you

are away. If your arms are full, no need 

to put the load on the ground, just have

the electronic key in your pocket.

*Cost option or unavailable according to version 

and destination.

EASY 
LOADING



MODUWORK
CONCEPT
With its Moduwork bench seat*, the new Expert offers excellent modularity 

to make the most of unoccupied seats. Therefore, the side passenger seat flips up

and releases a space with a flat platform. 

The large hatch in the partition can be opened, and increase the usable length 

by up to 4 m, for transporting long objects. 

Finally, your PEUGEOT Expert can transform itself into a mobile office whenever 

you want: the central armrest lowers and reveals a very practical swivelling table.

*Available as an option or unavailable according to the destination.



EASIER 
URBAN DRIVING
Compact version*

The Compact 4.60 m version makes

driving very simple. Its height is

particularly suited to urban traffic 

You can also rely on its strength: 

the PEUGEOT Expert Compact offers

up to 1400 kg of payload, 5.1 m3

of useful volume* and 3.32 m 

of useful length**, as do the Standard

and Long versions.

Parking

The height of the PEUGEOT Expert 

is also suited to parking constraints: 

it can easily access restricted access

car parks as its height is limited to 

1.90 m***.

* Available according to the destination

** With the Moduwork option or unavailable

according to the destination

***1.94 m maximum with increased GVW option

according to local regulations and destination



*Cost option or unavailable according to version and destination

**Only certified MirrorLink® or Apple CarPlayTM applications work either when stopped or while driving. When driving, some

of functions of the applications concerned will be disabled. Some types of content that may be free of charge on your

smartphone require paid subscription to an equivalent certified MirrorLink® or Apple CarPlayTM application. The Mirror

Screen function operates via MirrorLink® technology for MirrorLink®-compatible Android, Blackberry and Windows phones

and via Apple CarPlayTM for iOS telephones, subject to holding a telephone subscription including Internet access with the

user's operator. New smartphones will gradually be equipped with these technologies.

***Standard, cost option or unavailable according to version and destination

The table is powered by the USB socket on the façade nearby.

Driving pleasure

On the inside, the PEUGEOT Expert offers

driving comfort. The step provides easy 

access to the elevated seating position, 

which dominates the road.

The functional and ergonomic driving position

offers a sedan type driving position, 

and numerous storage compartments.

Very easily simplify your journeys by using 

the latest generation 3D navigation with voice

recognition*. It includes connected services 

and traffic information in real time from 

TomTom Traffic*. 

Connect your smartphone to the USB port

available on the dashboard with the Mirror

Screen** feature: your applications will appear

and can be used directly on the 7” touch

screen***.

Mobile office

On-board the PEUGEOT Expert, the Moduwork*

swivelling table deploys with the central

armrest, transforming your cab into a veritable

mobile office that is both ergonomic and

practical.

ON-BOARD 
COMFORT



DRIVING ASSISTANCE 
AND SAFETY DEVICES

Intuitive driving 

For more comfortable and safe driving, the PEUGEOT Expert

has a wide range of the latest generation driving assistance

devices.  

The reading of speed limit signs and recommendation

The multifunction camera* recognises speed limit signs 

and informs you of the limit on the instrument panel and/or

on the Head-Up Display. The speed read is suggested to you

as the set-point value for your speed limiter or cruise control

if activated.

VisoPark 1

The reversing camera* comes on automatically as soon as 

the car is put into reverse. It provides a 180° overhead view 

of the rear zone of the vehicle and its environment. The rear

view includes guide lines that rotate with the steering wheel. 

If there are obstacles at the rear of the vehicle, the system

zooms in, supplemented by other views on simple request.

Active Safety Brake

The active safety brake* is a new generation of automatic emergency

braking system if an imminent collision is detected. The camera and

the radar will detect stationary or moving obstacles. In the absence 

of braking or in case of insufficient braking by the driver, the system

will brake for them. It contributes to avoiding an impact if the speed 

is less than 30 km/h or to reduce any further consequences, 

by reducing the impact speed.

Lane departure warning system 

This alert* enables the detection of a lane departure on a white 

or broken line when the indicator has not been activated. The visual 

and sound alert is particularly useful in case of drowsiness 

or temporary lack of concentration.

Blind spot monitoring 

The 4 sensors located on the front and rear bumpers of your vehicle

offer blind spot monitoring*, which allows you to be informed, during

the journey, of the presence of a vehicle in your right or left blind spot

area. An illuminated signal appears on one of the door mirrors or on

the on-board screen to warn you.

Head up display

The Head-Up Display* projects vital driving information onto 

a retractable screen located in the driver's field of vision: speed, 

cruise control or speed limiter set-point value. You have all 

the information at eye level so you can always drive as safely 

as possible. 

Automatic headlamp control 

The system* is enabled at night and automatically switches 

the headlights from main beam to dipped beam and vice-versa

according to other vehicles detected by the camera..

Active cruise control

This system* allows you to keep a safe distance in relation to 

the vehicle in front of you by adjusting the speed of your vehicle 

over a range of 20 km/h. There is no active breaking. This system 

is particularly suitable in the case of fluid and semi-dense traffic.

Airbags 

PEUGEOT Expert is equipped with 4 airbags:

- 2 front airbags to protect the driver and front passenger's head 

and upper body in case of frontal impact

- 2 side airbags** to protect the driver and front passenger in case 

of side impact

* Available as a cost option or unavailable according to version and destination

** Available as standard, cost option or unavailable according to version and destination



FEATURES FOR ALL
TYPES OF USE
Features for all types of use

To meet the expectations of each profession, 

the new Expert is available in multiple versions.

The robust and functional Combi version can

accommodate up to 9 passengers on board 

including the 4.60 m long Compact version.

PEUGEOT Expert is also available in a platform

cab version. This efficient base for transformation

enables our body workers to adapt the vehicle to

the needs of our increasingly specialised clientele.

Platform cab, Compact Van, Standard Van, Combi up to 9 seats and Glazed Van*

* Tinted or over-tinted rear window available according to local regulations and destination.



DIMENSIONS

Compact

Standard

Long

Versions

Dimensions (mm) Compact Standard Long

Overall length (mm) 4609 4959 5309

Overall height (mm) 1905* 1895* 1935

Overall width, excluding
door mirrors (mm)

1920 1920 1920

Width with door mirrors
deployed (mm)

2204 2204 2204

Exterior dimensions 

Versions

Dimensions (mm) Compact Standard Long

Max. interior height 1397 1397 1397

Maximum useful length 2162 2512 2862

Maximum useful length with Moduwork 3324 3674 4026

Maximum useful volume (m3) 4,6 5,3 6,1

Maximum useful volume with Moduwork (m3) 5,1 5,8 6,6

Maximum useful load (kg)** 1400 1400 1400

Interior dimensions

Versions

Dimensions (mm) Compact Standard Long

Useful width between wheel arches 1258 1258 1258

Opening height of rear doors 1220 1220 1220

Opening width of sliding doors 745 935 935

Opening height of sliding doors 1238 1241 1241

Threshold height at the rear 
of the platform

545-626 544-613 600-633

Access to the load space dimensions

* 1940/1930 with increased GVW option according to the destination

** 1890 for the Expert Combi

*** Available according to version, engine and equipment and destination



PROFESSIONAL
LAYOUTS

Tow bars

For an additional loading capacity, the new PEUGEOT

Expert can tow up to 2.5 tonnes*. Several tow bar**

possibilities are available for this:

- Detachable monobloc tow bar with tool equipped

with a traditional ball or a combined hook.

- Detachable swan neck tow bar for the Expert Combi

* Within the limit of the Gross Train Weight (GTW) according 

to the destination

** As an option or unavailable according to the destination

*** Wooden side trims not compatible with the engine of the sliding side

door/s due to the installation of engine/s on the side wall at mid-height

Load stops

Several partitions are available for the PEUGEOT

Expert.

The standard partition comes in several forms:

- panelled or glazed** on the upper part 

-with or without Moduwork** hatch in the lower

part.

The Comfort** partition which enables: 

-heat insulation

-sound insulation

-a higher setting range for the driver's 

seat back-rest

-a clear textile coating cockpit side continuing 

the roof upholstery

Wood trim

In order to protect your vehicle, two types of wood

trim are available:

-Untreated wood kit**

-Non-slip coated wood kit**, with aluminium door

thresholds. 

According to your uses, several combinations of

kits are available to protect the platform, the wheel

arches and the sides*** on their entire height.



EXPERT COMBI
People carrier

Robust and functional, the new

PEUGEOT Expert Combi offers up to 

9 seats even in the Compact 4.60 m

version. It is easy to park as its height 

is limited to 1.90 m*.

Remarkably easy access to the third

row seats. A single control folds the

second row seat back and provides a

wide passage to the rear bench seat.

This vehicle may be equipped with

50/50 glass swing doors with heated

rear windows and wipers** to facilitate

loading luggage in the cargo space.

PEUGEOT Expert Combi comes 

in several configurations and all 

rear seats are removable.

These include:

• Front double passenger bench**

• Individual seats in the first row 

and split bench in the second row**

• Split bench in the second row**

and monobloc in the third row**

As regards safety, in addition to its 

new equipment, with its new base 

and reinforced structure, the PEUGEOT

Expert Combi was awarded five stars 

in the Euro NCAP tests.

* 1.94 m maximum with increased GVW option

according to local regulations and destination

** As standard or an option according to destination



WHEELSCOLORIS TRIMS

16 and 17 inches black plastic cover (4)

Onyx Black (2) Dragoon Blue (1) Bianca White (1)

Ardent Red (2) Rich Oak Brown (3) Platinum Grey (3)

Silky Grey (3)

Tourmaline
Aluminium Grey (3)

Curitiba cloth monotone Bise

Curitiba cloth Triton Meltem (5)

Carla black plastic-coated fabric/Curitiba cloth Triton Meltem (5)

Carla black plastic-coated fabric (5)

16 inch San Francisco (4)

17 inch Miami (4)

17 inch Phoenix (4)(1) Non-metallic paint - (2) Non-metallic paint cost option according to destination - (3) Metallic paint, cost option according to destination - (4) Standard, cost option or unavailable

according to version and destination - (5) Cost option or unavailable according to version and destination.


